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OSCILLATION CRITERIA FOR THE SUBLINEAR

SCHRÖDINGER EQUATION

HIROSHI onose

Abstract. In this paper, we propose an oscillation theorem to the sublinear

Emden-Fowler equation Au + g(x)uy = 0 for n = 2. By using this, we will answer

to the open problem of Noussair and Swanson in the case of bounded solutions.

1. Introduction. Recently, Noussair and Swanson [6, 7, 8] have developed some

oscillation criteria for the Schrödinger equation. We also refer to Kreith and Travis

[4] and others [1, 3, 5] for related results. Especially, Noussair and Swanson [7] get a

necessary and sufficient condition for nonoscillation of a sublinear Emden-Fowler

equation in the case of n > 3. But, the important case of n — 2 has not been settled

up to date. In this paper, we propose an oscillation theorem for the case of n = 2.

The partial differential equations to be examined are of the form

n

A"+ 2 g,(^)|«|r,sgnu = 0,

(1)
x G ß,0< y, < 1 and y¡ >0for/ = 2,3,...,«,

where ß is an exterior domain QCfi2 and g¡(x) G C(ß) for i = 1,2,...,«. Equa-

tion (1) is said to be oscillatory in ß if every solution u(x) E C2(ß) of (1) that is

nontrivial in any neighbourhood of infinity has arbitrarily large zeros: that is, the set

{x G ß: u(x) — 0} is unbounded. Equation (1) is called nonoscillatory in an

unbounded domain ß whenever (1) has a one-signed solution in ß n Gr for some

positive number r. Let | x | denote the Euclidean norm of a point x = (xx, x2) in a

real 2-dimensional Euclidean space R2. Define

Sr= {xER2:\x\=r},   Gr = [x G R2: \x\> r)

and

G(r,s)-{xER2:r<\x\<s),       0<r<s.

We define a function fir) on (0, oo) by the equation

ü(r)=f(r) = j±-lfsu(x)dS,       |Sr|=2*r,

which is a spherical mean of the function u(x), and we define a function û(r) —

sup¡x¡=ru(x).
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2. The results.

Theorem 1. Consider the equation

n

(2) Aw + 2 gi(x) | u \" sgn u = 0    in Ga,
i=i

where 0 < y, < 1, y, > 0 andg¡(x) > 0 in Ga for i = 2,3,...,«. 7/

/oo /•(log/-) '£,(/■)£//•= +00   for some r0> 0,
'0

i/ie« euery bounded solution of (2) is oscillatory.

Proof. Suppose to the contrary that there exists a solution u(x) of (2) which has

no zero in Gh for some b > a > 0. We may assume that u(x) > 0 in Gh, since a

parallel argument holds if u(x) < 0 in Gh. We write the y, in (2) simply by y. We

may take a constant k such that

(4) 0 < y < k < 1    and    1 - k < y.

By the hypothesis that g¡(x) > 0 in Gh, we have Ah < 0 in ßfe. As u(x) is bounded,

it follows that

(5) u(t)<c   for t s* T, > b and a constant c> 0.

Put t)(x) = (log | x I)7, w = u1 ~*. By using the following Green's formula

/ (uAw — wAv) dx = I ( t)-r-w-— I i/5,
•W„n •/3c(t„o\   a"        9"'

we obtain

[' I /"(log /-)yÄ^ + y(l - y) W  2     { dr
•'M r(log/-)    W

(6) = /(logOMO - y(iogi)T"'w(0 + c,

w(t)
t(iogt)l7i

(logO1
+ c,    where c, is a constant.

It follows from (4) and (5) that

(7) w = 0^ < (ûY~k < cl~k = c2   for t>Tx.

By using (7), we have

0</     -^—dr<c2       -—
(8) ^ Kiog02"Y ^ KiogO2"1,

We compute

w to = (,-*)*;-*(.-t)i^<(1 -t)(-f'(jt>1"» «^,„(x).
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where c3 is a positive constant and y — k is negative, and we used the boundedness

of u(x). From (9) and (3), we deduce that the left-hand integral of (6) tends to -oo

as / -» oo. By using (8) and (9), we obtain

w(t)
(10) -lMlogr)2Y! for t> T23*Tt.

0og0Y

By integrating (10) over [T, t], for T > max{T2, e), we have

w(t) w(T) ft       dr
- -('■

(logt)y      (logT)y        Jr r(logr)2y

(11)
■{(logr)1   2ï-(logr)'-2Y}    forl-2y^0,

l-2y

= -log(log 0 + log(log T)    for 1 - 2y = 0.

Let / -» oo in (11). If 1 — 2 y > 0, then we have an immediate contradiction to the

boundedness of w(t). If 1 - 2y < 0, then (11) implies w(T)^ c4(logT)^y for

sufficiently large T and a constant c4. Since 1 — y > 0, we again have a contradic-

tion.   Q.E.D.
A special case of Theorem 1 is the following

Corollary. Consider the sublinear equation

(12)    Au + g(x) | u |Ysgn u = 0    in Ga where 0 < y < 1 andg(x) > 0 in Ga.

If
/oo /•(logr) g(r) dr = +00   forsomer0>0,

then every bounded solution of (12) is oscillatory.

Theorem 2 [7, Theorem 5.2]. Suppose

g(x) > 0 for all x E ß, g G C"( M ) for every bounded

(i ) subdomain M E ß, and g G C[a, b] for some a > 0,

0 < a < 1 and for ail b > a.

The sublinear Emden-Fowler equation (12) is nonoscillatory in an exterior domain in R2

if
/oo r(logr)yg(r) dr < oo   for some r0 > 0.

'0

Our extra hypothesis is

(15) liminfg(r)/g(r)>0.
r—oo

Theorem 3. If g(x) satisfies (15) and the hypothesis of Theorem 2, then (13) is a

necessary and sufficient condition for all bounded solutions of the sublinear Emden-

Fowler equation (12) to be oscillatory in an exterior domain ß C R2.
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(16) Ah+   _      ,7/6u]/3 = 0.

Proof. The sufficiency is contained in the Corollary. If (13) fails, then by (15)

there exist positive numbers e and r0 such that

+00 >f°°r(logr)yg(r) dr > e f°°r(log r)yg(r) dr,

whence all solutions of (12) are nonoscillatory by Theorem 2.   Q.E.D.

Example. Consider the equation

\

r2(logr)

Since

(,7)   f"r^'r7à^*-rr^rr*=rX-'/6dX' +X-

every bounded solution of (16) is oscillatory by Theorem 1.

Remark. We compute

/oo                   1                           y«oo Ar ¿«oo
r-l——dr=(    -^-TTt = (   X-^6dX<+oo.

r2(logr)1/6         J     r(logr)1/6     J

Equations (17) and (18) show that equation (16) is not contained in the results of

Kitamura and Kusano [2] but is covered by Theorem 1.
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